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Abstract

Errors in spreadsheets are a pervasive problem both in business and other real-life settings. Most errors in spreadsheets are formula based. Spreadsheet formulas are normally specified using alphanumeric cell addresses and can only be understood if one associates referenced cells to their labels. This increases mental effort (cognitive load) in a person comprehending a spreadsheet formula and hence makes spreadsheet formula comprehension to be error prone. Translating traditional spreadsheet formulas to structured higher level problem domain oriented forms based on labels of referenced cells in a formula is one way that has been proposed to ease formula comprehension. This research work, however, provides a technique to automatically translate traditional spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions in English using rule based machine translation. Rule-based machine translation is knowledge based machine translation that retrieves rules from bilingual dictionaries to translate source language expressions to target language expressions.

This research work has three key contributions. First, an algorithm was designed for automatically translating traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions based on devised translation rules. Second, a prototype software tool, that implemented the designed algorithm for translating traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions, was developed. Lastly, through a user study, the utility of having spreadsheet formulas in natural language expressions with respect to spreadsheet debugging, was demonstrated. In the study, it was found that natural language representation of formulas results in a non-statistically significant improvement in debugging performance in terms of percentage of errors found, with $Z = -1.414$, $p = 0.157$. However, despite this being the case, it was also found that natural language representation of formulas results in statistically significant improvement in debugging performance in terms of the speed in detecting each error as spreadsheet users took significantly less time in detecting each error than without translations, $Z = -2.521$, $p = 0.012$. The mean time for locating each error with translations was 97.1 seconds per error while without translations was 201.7 seconds per error.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Spreadsheets are an important tool used in decision making and problem solving [4]. Many companies rely on spreadsheets as a key tool in their financial reporting and operational processes [5]. As a result, the use of spreadsheets is an integral part of the information and decision-making framework for these companies. Several studies have also demonstrated that spreadsheets are extensively used to make decisions in many professional fields such as business, education, engineering and science [6,7]. Spreadsheets are used in quantitative and statistical analysis of data from databases with hundreds of thousands of records as spreadsheet offer user-friendly front ends [8]. Because spreadsheets are easy to learn and capable of sophisticated analysis, they have been accepted by users spanning a broad continuum from beginner to expert [8].

The flexibility of spreadsheets also allow them to be used without great discipline [8]. Due to poor design practices, errors are therefore easily introduced and these errors are not easily detected [8]. Although many decisions are based on the analysis of spreadsheet models, many spreadsheets have data quality problems, i.e. underlying formulas and resulting numbers are frequently wrong [4]. A growing body of empirical evidence indicates that these errors are a pervasive problem both in business and other real life settings [9]. However, spreadsheet errors are not trivial and can be costly to organizations that use spreadsheets [10].

Research has also shown that most errors in spreadsheets are mostly formula based [11]. Spreadsheet formulas are however normally specified using alpha numeric references such as “=SUM(A1:A4)”. Referenced cells in spreadsheet formulas have column and row labels. The column and row labels are then used by spreadsheet users to understand the meaning of the formula in relation to the problem
being solved in the spreadsheet. However, mapping of cell and range references into problem domain interpretations is difficult as it increases cognitive load in comprehending a spreadsheet formula [12, 13]. Cognitive load refers to the total amount of mental effort one uses in the working memory to solve an intellectual problem [14]. As cognitive load increases, so are the chances of committing errors when solving a problem [15]. Therefore, it is important to reduce cognitive load when comprehending spreadsheet formulas. It is better to create an environment which allows the user to focus on the problem domain rather than memorizing spreadsheet formula mappings, considering that a single spreadsheet can have more than one formula [16]. Several researchers have therefore proposed translating spreadsheet formulas to structured higher level expressions based on labels of referenced cells in a formula [2, 16–18]. Some commercial spreadsheet debugging tools have also provided formula translations 1, 2. For example in a sample spreadsheet given in Figure 1.1, Spreadsheet Professional, a commercial spreadsheet debugging tool by Spreadsheet Innovations Ltd 2, translates the formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” in cell D6 to “SUM(Office desks.Cost Price:Filing cabinets.Cost Price)”. 

![Figure 1.1: A Spreadsheet Professional translation of formula in cell D6 displayed in the translation bar.](http://www.spreadsheetdetective.com/)

Based on [2], the formula would have been translated as “SUM( Cost Price | Office desks ... Cost Price | Filing cabinets )”. In [18], the formula would have been translated as “SUM ( Cost Price Office desks : Cost Price Filing cabinets )”. The translations, however, can be distinguished through the notation and location of display of the translated formulas.

---

2 [https://www.auditexcel.co.za/download/spreadsheet-testing-tool/](https://www.auditexcel.co.za/download/spreadsheet-testing-tool/)
1.2 Problem statement

Spreadsheet formulas are normally specified using A1 references (alphanumeric cell addresses) such as in the formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” where D3, D4 and D5 are referenced cells. Spreadsheet formulas can be understood only if one associates the referenced cells to their labels. This increases mental effort (cognitive load) in a person comprehending a spreadsheet formula [12, 19] and hence makes spreadsheet formula comprehension to be error prone [15]. Research has also shown that most errors in spreadsheets are formula based [11]. Several researchers have therefore proposed translating traditional spreadsheet formulas to higher level problem domain oriented forms based on labels of referenced cells in a formula [2, 17, 18]. Several commercial tools such as Spreadsheet Detective 1 and Spreadsheet Professional 2 also offer formula translations. High level formula translations have also been found to reduce mental effort of spreadsheet users in interpreting formulas and have also been found to be helpful in debugging spreadsheets [19]. Nevertheless, all the high-level formula translations from different researchers and commercial debugging tools, are not in pure natural language expressions. Human beings, however, communicate through natural languages such as English. A natural language is defined as a human language used as means of communication [20]. This research work, therefore, attempted to translate traditional spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using rule based machine translation. For example, in a sample spreadsheet given in Figure 1.1, the traditional spreadsheet formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” in cell D6 can be automatically translated to a natural language expression such as “The sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets”. Rule-based machine translation is knowledge based machine translation that retrieves rules from bilingual dictionaries to translate source language sentences to target language sentences [21]. The translation requires the use of syntactic, morphological and semantic regularities of each language.

In this research work, source language sentences are the traditional spreadsheet formulas defined using the syntax (grammar) of a spreadsheet language such as Microsoft Excel. The target language sentences are the natural language expressions which conform to the syntax and morphology of the English language. The resulting natural language expressions also need to match with the intended semantics of the spreadsheet formula.

---

1 [http://www.spreadsheetdetective.com/]
2 [http://www.auditexcelsa.co.za/download/spreadsheet-testing-tool/]
3 [https://www.auditexcelsa.co.za/download/spreadsheet-testing-tool/]
1.3 Research aim and objectives

1.3.1 Aim

The aim of this research work was to translate traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions using rule based machine translation.

1.3.1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this research work were to:

a) Design a rule-based machine translation algorithm that can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions.

b) Develop a software tool that automatically translates spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using an identified rule-based machine translation algorithm.

c) Evaluate empirically the resulting natural language expressions, in particular, on their effect on how they can help spreadsheet users to debug their spreadsheets.

1.3.1.3 Research questions

For the identified objectives, this research work had the following research questions;

a) **RQ1**: What rule based machine translation algorithm can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions?

b) **RQ2**: How can we automatically translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using a given rule based machine translation algorithm?

c) **RQ3**: What is the effect of natural language expressions on spreadsheet users when debugging or locating errors in spreadsheets?

1.4 Significance of study

Spreadsheets are widely used in most organisations and by individuals in decision making and calculation-based problems, although they are error-prone [6]. Many companies use spreadsheets in their day to day operations as a key tool in their financial reporting and operational processes [5]. Thus, the use of spreadsheets is an integral part of the information and decision-making framework for these companies. Several studies have also demonstrated that spreadsheets are extensively used to make
decisions in many professional fields such as business, education, engineering and science [6]. This has resulted in some organisations realizing big financial losses due to errors generated in spreadsheets [6, 11, 22, 23]. In other researches, in [18] spreadsheet formulas were translated into static context data flow diagrams to make it easier for spreadsheet users to understand the flow of data in spreadsheet formulas, however, the translations were not pure natural language expressions. In [2] also translated spreadsheet formulas into “problem domain narratives” using an interactive visualization tool. The translations helped to reduce the cognitive load in spreadsheet users when mapping the users’ mental models to their corresponding mental model of the problem domain. However, the translations were not pure natural language expressions as was the case in this study. This research work, therefore, addressed this problem by presenting spreadsheet formulas in a form spreadsheet users can easily understand (natural language expressions), hence helped them in locating spreadsheet errors.

1.5 Structure of dissertation

The dissertation consists of six chapters as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the research problem. A review of related literature is presented in Chapter 2. The chosen research methodology is specified in Chapter 3 while in Chapter 4, the designed algorithm and its implementation are presented. The evaluation of the proposed solution is presented in Chapter 5. Lastly, the conclusion of the dissertation is presented in Chapter 6.

1.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the research problem was presented. The specific objectives of this research work have also been presented. In the next chapter, a review of related literature is presented.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents related literature relevant to this research. An in-depth analysis on current thinking and research on machine translation, spreadsheet formula translation and spreadsheet errors is provided.

2.2 Machine translation

Machine translation is an automatic way of translating one language to another language using computer software [21]. Many approaches have been used to develop machine translation systems. There are two main categories for machine translation: rule-based machine translation and corpus-based approach [24, 25]. In rule-based machine translation (RBMT), human experts specify a set of rules to describe the translation process. Under the corpus-based approach, knowledge is automatically extracted by analysing translation examples from a parallel corpus built by human experts. Combining features of these two major classifications of machine translation systems gave birth to the Hybrid Machine Translation Approach. This research work used a rule-based machine translation approach in order to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions.

Table 2.1: Sample machine translation approaches [3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule-based machine translation</th>
<th>corpus-based machine translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct approach</td>
<td>statistical approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer based approach</td>
<td>Exampled based approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlingual approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.1 Rule-based machine translation

Rule-based machine translation involves using a set of rules to translate source language to target language [21]. The source language is mapped to a set of rules to identify the corresponding target language matches [21]. Rule-based machine translation can be implemented through three approaches: direct machine translation, interlingua machine translation and transfer machine translation.

2.2.1.1 Direct machine translation

Direct machine translation involves use of, syntactical processing or morphological analysis, a bilingual dictionary and local reordering rules to produce meaningful target language expressions [21]. The approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1

![Figure 2.1: Stages of direct machine translation [1].](image)

Direct machine translation has disadvantages in that it involves word for word translation and the coding is difficulty [1]. It is also not suitable for multilingual translations. The approach, however, can take advantage of similarities between languages [1].

2.2.1.2 Interlingua machine translation

The approach involves two stages. In the first stage, the source language is processed into an intermediate representation called interlingua [1]. In the second stage, the interlingua is then translated into the target language. The approach has a computational advantage compared to direct translation in multilingual translations, since the interlingua is independent of any language and can be translated to any target language [21]. The approach can be illustrated as shown in Figure 2.2

The main challenge to this approach is the difficulty in creating the intermediate language (interlingua) [1], as the interlingua has to be totally independent of any language and should be able to be translated to any target language. Another disadvantage of this approach, is that it does not utilize the advantage of similarities between languages [1].
2.2.1.3 Transfer machine translation

This approach comprises of three stages; analysis, transfer and generation [21]. In analysis, the source language expression is processed into its syntactic representation. In transfer the resulting syntactic representation is translated into corresponding target language representations [21]. The last stage involves using a morphological analyzer to generate the target language expressions [21]. The stages of transfer machine translation are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Stages of transfer machine translation [1].

Transfer-based machine translation has a challenge in multilingual translations since the intermediate language representation is language dependent unlike the intermediate in the interlingua translation approach [1]. However, the intermediate representation in the transfer approach is easier to implement compared to the intermediate from interlingua approach.

2.2.2 Corpus-based machine translation

Corpus-based machine translation approaches rely on large parallel bilingual or multilingual corpora [21]. Statistical machine translation and example based machine translation are the two main cate-
categories of corpus-based machine translation [21]. A large parallel corpus consisting sample bilingual or multilingual translations is used by the approaches to determine appropriate current translation.

2.2.2.1 Statistical machine translation

Statistical methods are applied to carryout bilingual or multilingual translations based on parallel corpora [21]. Statistical tables from the parallel corpora are generated, which are used to determine appropriate translation of the source language based on characteristics of well-formed sentences and correlation between the source and target languages [21]. Statistical machine translation can be implemented based on three categories: word, phrase and hierarchical phrase based translations [21].

2.2.2.2 Word based translation

Extracted words from the source language sentences are translated individually to their equivalent target language words based on statistical outcomes from the parallel bilingual corpus [21]. The translated words are then sorted to obtain target language sentences [21]. A disadvantage of this approach is low performance when dealing with large documents translations [21].

2.2.2.3 Phrase based translation

Phrases from source language sentences are translated to their equivalent target language phrases unlike word based translations [21]. Although the approach is better in performance than the word based translation but there is a challenge in word ordering in complex word ordering translations [21].

2.2.2.4 Hierarchical phrase based translation

This approach uses phrases that contain sub-phrases, which allow learning of reordering, translations of multi-word expression or insertions and deletions sensitive to the current translations [26]. The advantages of this approach is better reordering and better performance due to recursive nature of hierarchical phrases [21, 26].

2.2.3 Example-based machine translation

Translation process is by analogy through the use of a bilingual corpus as the knowledge base. The translation uses a collection of similar source and target language translations to translate the current source language into its target language equivalent [21]. The concept of this approach is that similar translations are more likely to reoccur in future [21]. Its major benefit is that it does not need very large parallel corpus for the translation process [21].
In this research work, we have used the direct rule-based machine translation approach as it is simpler to implement considering the time frame of the research.

2.3 Translations of spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions

In [17], a tool was created for automatic generation of explanations in spreadsheets. The tool was developed to make it easier for end-users to comprehend spreadsheet formulas. The approach was based on the construction of a knowledge base containing information on the mathematical relations from a spreadsheet and the generation of explanations concerning the quantities used in spreadsheet and their relations.

![Figure 2.4: A sample spreadsheet for calculating Credit interest.](image)

In generating explanations, the spreadsheet formula “=B2*C2” in D2 as shown in Figure 2.4 would be translated to “John Smith (Credit Amount) * John Smith (Interest)”. Although the approach successfully generated explanations from spreadsheet formulas but the explanations are not full translation of spreadsheet formulas into pure natural language expressions [16], since human beings communicate better in their natural language [20].

In [18], formulas are translated in a static context involving automatic extraction of leveled dataflow diagrams from Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The aim of the tool was to also make it easier for spreadsheet users to understand how data flows in spreadsheets. Cell references in a data flow diagram are replaced with names obtained from labels of the referenced cells as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The resulting translations, however, are not pure natural language expressions which will make it easier for spreadsheet users to comprehend spreadsheet formulas.

In [2] and [27], an interactive spreadsheet visualization tool which translates spreadsheet formulas into what are termed as “problem domain narratives” is presented. The tool extracts column and row
labels for a particular referenced input cell in a formula to form a symbolic name for that cell. For example in Figure 2.6, the spreadsheet formula in cell C9 is translated as “SUM(Jan | James Bourne ... Jan | Jasmine Hunt)”

The tool also highlights all referenced cells in an active formula cell and marks each formula cell with a pink right border [2]. The tool proved to be effective in reducing the cognitive load in spreadsheet users as it helped in mapping a user’s spreadsheet mental model to their corresponding mental model of the problem domain [19]. The translated spreadsheet formulas were also found to be learnable and helped spreadsheet users to locate more errors in their spreadsheets. The translations, however, were also not pure natural language expressions which will make it easier for spreadsheet users to comprehend spreadsheet formulas. In this research work, we have adapted and extended this tool in the implementation of translation of spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions based on translation rules.

In another research, [23], introduced the named ranges approach which involved naming a cell or a range of cells in a spreadsheet formula. The naming of a cell or range of cells followed the same approach used in software programming when naming variables. The name used for naming a cell or range of cells has to be descriptive of its purpose. The approach, when implemented to sample formula “D3=B3-C3”, would generate the formula “netSalary = gross - tax” with named cells.
Figure 2.6: Formula in cell C9 with a corresponding translation displayed below it [2].

approach proved to be effective in helping spreadsheet users in understanding spreadsheet formulas. However, the approach does not adapt well with complex spreadsheet formulas and does not transform operators to expressions for spreadsheet users to comprehend spreadsheet formulas easily, therefore prompting for the need of spreadsheet formulas translation into pure natural language expressions.

2.4 Errors in spreadsheets

Spreadsheet usage has grown tremendously in organizations [28]. However, research has shown that most spreadsheets contain non-trivial errors [9]. Errors in spreadsheets have dire consequences for organizations since they are used in decision making, budgeting, daily operations, etc [9]. In some instances, they have cost organizations millions of dollars [10].

Errors in spreadsheets occur due to many factors. Spreadsheet users experience high cognitive load when apprehending referenced cells of a spreadsheet formula meaning in the context of problem domain [19]. This task involves constant back and forth mapping of the spreadsheet user’s mental model and the spreadsheet [19]. This constant mapping thus increases the cognitive load of spreadsheet users [19]. The increased cognitive load results in spreadsheet users making errors in spreadsheets. Most spreadsheet users lack training and tend not to follow any standard in the process of developing spreadsheets, even though they use spreadsheets daily. Thus, most spreadsheets end up with high rate of errors since their development process tend not to follow formal development methodologies [29]. Research has also shown that, even though spreadsheet errors are prevalent,
most companies or organizations which use spreadsheet on daily basis, have not implemented strong policies for spreadsheet development and testing to reduce errors [9]. The “ease of use” nature of spreadsheets tends to tempt end users into developing spreadsheet programs without training and following formal development methodologies. Many spreadsheet users also lack appreciation of the risks posed in casual programming approach [22].

2.4.1 Classification of spreadsheet errors

Spreadsheet errors can be classified into two main categories: quantitative and qualitative errors [9]. Quantitative errors generate incorrect bottom-line values in spreadsheets [9]. Qualitative errors arise from poor design layout of spreadsheet programs which may later lead to qualitative errors [9]. Quantitative errors can further be divided into mechanical, omission and logic errors. Mechanical errors are caused by mistyping a value or referencing wrong cell range in a formula. Typing a wrong operation in a formula is also classified as mechanical error [9]. Mechanical errors are due to mistakes or slips when typing a formula or entering a values in spreadsheets. Omission errors occur when a spreadsheet user omits a factor or fact in the solution model of spreadsheet program due to misinterpretation of the situation [9]. Logical errors occur when a spreadsheet users designs a completely wrong algorithm in a formula [9].

Qualitative errors include formatting errors, update errors, hard-coding errors and semantic errors [28].

2.4.2 Techniques for detecting spreadsheet errors

Error detection is the process of finding errors for correction in a program. This involves identifying defects, errors, and deficiencies [30]. It is a significant stage in program development to determine the capabilities, limitations, and quality of a program [30]. Error detection is also used in spreadsheets to identify errors and make appropriate corrections to improve the quality of spreadsheets. In spreadsheets, error detection is also referred to as spreadsheet auditing [31]. Error detection in spreadsheets can be done manually or using automated approaches.

2.4.2.1 Manual error detection techniques in spreadsheets

These techniques involve spreadsheet developers or peer reviewers identifying errors in a spreadsheet program without using any tool. The process of identifying errors may be done during or after spreadsheet development. Experienced spreadsheet users have been found to be more efficient and effective at spreadsheet debugging than novices [32]. Some researchers have also indicated the need
for group work in auditing spreadsheets as it improves the rate of identifying errors in group work than as individuals [31].

2.4.2.2 Review during spreadsheet construction

This involves spreadsheet users or developers inspecting spreadsheet formulas during development. This allows early detection of errors before they cascade through the spreadsheet [9, 33]. During the construction of a spreadsheet it is natural to check for errors. Every input value and formula should be checked for the presence of errors in spreadsheets [34]. This can be achieved through designed test cases that can reveal errors on spreadsheet formulas.

2.4.2.3 Usage of cross-checks and validation points

Spreadsheet users may save time and effort of reviewing a spreadsheet by carrying out cross-checks of bottom line values for correctness. By summing up values across rows and columns, using alternative calculation methods to the same problem and so on [35, 36].

2.4.2.4 Manual testing of spreadsheets

This process goes beyond just reviewing spreadsheet models, it involves the running of models and examining the results [9, 35, 36]. Test cases are design including input of expected ranges and boundary conditions, which will be used to verify the model and examine the results against expected outcome. Testing is intended to build confidence in the spreadsheet to interested parties.

2.4.2.5 Inspection of all formulas

Spreadsheet users or peers reviewers may carry out a comprehensive examination of all inputs and formulas cell by cell in a spreadsheet [33, 35]. Although, this process can be effective in small spreadsheet, but it is time-consuming and tedious in very large and complex spreadsheets. The reviewers may become less thorough before the task is completed, thus leading to the process being ineffective in large spreadsheets.

2.4.2.6 Automatic error detection

Automatic error detection involves the use of software tools to automatically find errors for correction [5, 7, 37]. Spreadsheet users or reviewers may engage software tools to detect errors as spreadsheets may become large and complex. Manual error detection in large and complex spreadsheets is tiresome and less thorough, thereby reducing chances of identifying more errors, to avoid these
challenges users engage software tools to automate the detection process [35]. Several auditing tools have been developed to automate error detection process and have proved to be useful [35]. Some of the commercial auditing tools include:

a) Spreadsheet Detective is another commercial tool used to identify errors for correction in spreadsheets. It provides automated documentation that highlights mistakes \(^1\). The tool creates graphical annotations to help the spreadsheet user to visualize the layout of the spreadsheet \(^1\).

b) Spreadsheet Professional is a commercially available tool which provide a set of functionalities such as building, testing, analyzing and comparing spreadsheets [38]. The tool provides a formal testing process which is more thorough and takes less time by up to 80% than manual testing \(^2\). The building functionality is used for creating accurate spreadsheets quickly and the analyzing part is used for generating spreadsheet documentation \(^2\). The tool can also compare 2 spreadsheets from one version to another to identify changes using the analyzing module.

c) Operis Analysis Kit is similar to Spreadsheet Professional. The tool provides functionalities for generating reports, visualization of formula models, and comparing of spreadsheets from one version to another for changes [39]. The tool also allows searching of particular cells with specific attributes [39].

d) Microsoft Excel built-in tool also provide auditing functions. The tool provides standard functions for testing the spreadsheet for errors [40]. The functions can perform cell by cell inspection and highlight cells with errors [40].

There are also non-commercial debugging tools and techniques such as:

a) In [41], a constraint-based debugging approach was developed. The approach converts a faulty spreadsheet and test cases into a constraint satisfaction problem in order to diagnose faulty cells in the spreadsheet.

b) CACheck from [42], an approach which detects and repairs cell arrays with distortion or ambiguity in data or formula meaning. A cell array, in this case, refers to cell range with same computational semantics. The tool checks for inconsistencies in formula patterns of cells with formulas and generates new patterns to repair the formulas that are distorted or ambiguous.

c) In [43], a tool that automatically detects potentially erroneous cells (smells) in spreadsheets is presented. The tool uses a two-stage technique to automatically cluster cells based on their features.

\(^1\)http://www.spreadsheetdetective.com/
\(^2\)https://www.auditexcel.co.za/download/spreadsheet-testing-tool/
d) In [44], a tool referred to as Melford uses neural networks to locate errors in spreadsheets. The tool predicts whether a cell should contain a formula if a spreadsheet user had erroneously entered a number instead of a formula.

e) ExceLint from [45], is an approach which uses static analysis to find errors in spreadsheet formulas by exploiting the rectangular nature of spreadsheets.

f) Smellsheet detective was used to detect error smells in spreadsheets [5]. Error smells are characteristics that an error might occur in a spreadsheet.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter provided an analysis of different machine translation and also considered their strengths and weaknesses. A review of spreadsheet errors and current state of the art in automatic spreadsheet debugging has also been presented. The research methodology used in this work is presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the research methodology used in this research work. Constructive research methodology [46] is the approach in this work due to the nature of our research. This research work sought to find a solution to a practical and relevant problem.

3.2 Constructive research methodology

The constructive research methodology follows an idealized model which comprises the following steps:

i) finding a practically relevant problem that has research potential.

ii) obtaining a general, comprehensive understanding of the topic.

iii) designing a new construct.

iv) demonstrating that the new construct (solution) works.

v) showing the theoretical connections and the research contribution of the solution concept.

vi) examining the scope of applicability and generalizability of the solution.

3.2.1 Finding a practically relevant problem

The research problem in this research work was initially identified through a literature review about errors in spreadsheets and how others have tried to solve this problem. A detailed description of the research problem is presented in Chapter 1.
3.2.2   Obtaining comprehensive understanding of topic

Extensive literature review was conducted to obtain comprehensive understanding about errors in spreadsheets and existing solutions to the problem. An extensive review of machine translation techniques was also conducted. This is presented in Chapter 2.

3.2.3   Designing a new construct

This involves designing a solution to the identified problem. In this research work, an algorithm to translate traditional spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions was developed. A corresponding software tool, that implements the algorithm, was also developed. This is presented in Chapter 4.

3.2.4   Demonstrating that the solution works

The developed software tool that automatically translates spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions was evaluated in a user study. The user study involved selected professional Accountant participants who were to evaluate two real-life non-trivial Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheets sourced from EUSES spreadsheet corpus [47]. The participants were selected using the purposeful sampling technique. This technique was relevant for this study since the evaluation required homogeneous sample population and familiarity in spreadsheets [48]. Participants from the accounting field proved to be ideal for this research work as they use spreadsheets in their daily operations. In the evaluation study both spreadsheet were seeded with real life errors and both spreadsheets were translated in separate occasions. This was to gauge the effectiveness of having formulas presented as natural language expressions in spreadsheet debugging tasks. The evaluation is presented in Chapter 5.

3.2.5   Theoretical connections and research contribution

The contributions of this research work are presented in Chapter 6.

3.2.6   Examining the scope of applicability and generalizability

The applicability of findings from this research work are presented in Chapter 6.

    In the context of this research work, the constructive research methodology is summarized in a process flow diagram as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Stages of constructive research methodology as used in the context of this research work.
3.3 Justification of the research methodology

The constructive research methodology was deemed suitable for this research as there was a need to solve a relevant practical problem. The solution was intended to make it easier for spreadsheet users to comprehend formulas as most spreadsheet errors are formula based. Unlike other methodologies, constructive research methodology provided general steps through which this research work could be conducted.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented a description of the constructive research methodology and how it has been used in the context of this research work. Constructive research methodology was chosen as it was deemed to be an effective and relevant approach to achieve the research objectives of this research work. In the next Chapter, the algorithm design and its implementation, as a solution to the research problem, is presented.
Chapter 4

Algorithm Design and Implementation

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design and implementation of algorithms used to translate traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions in order to answer two research questions:

RQ1: What rule based machine translation algorithm can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions?

RQ2: How can we automatically translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using a given rule based machine translation algorithm?

4.2 Algorithm design

The translation process is based on a rule based machine translation approach, which requires the generation of a bilingual dictionary (rules tables) which is used to map source language expressions to their corresponding target language expressions and reordering of the resulting translated expressions to form meaningful target language expressions.

The translation process consists of the following two steps:

a) Transforming a traditional spreadsheet formula into an intermediate form called a problem domain narrative.

b) Transforming a problem domain narrative to a natural language expression (NLE) in English by applying rules from a bilingual dictionary (rules tables).

The translation process steps are illustrated in Figure 4.1
4.2.1 Factors affecting algorithm design

The translation process takes into consideration of the grammatical rules of the English language, which is the natural language used in this research work. These rules impact the approach and structure of the algorithm design.

4.2.1.1 Grammar for spreadsheet language

Spreadsheet application programs use formulas to compute values from specified data. Due to its popularity, Microsoft Excel was the spreadsheet application program used in this research work. A spreadsheet formula contains elements such as function calls (built-in or user-defined functions), function arguments, data, and references, which need to be specified following spreadsheet language grammatical rules. The grammatical rules specify the structural elements and their arrangement in a spreadsheet formula expression. Microsoft published grammatical rules also known as production rules for Excel formulas [49]. These rules provide guidelines on the structural arrangement of the formula elements and are published in [50]. Some of the production rules for Microsoft Excel grammar, specified using the augmented Backus–Naur (ABNF) notation, are presented in Appendix A:

In this research work, a spreadsheet formula is thus parsed for particular formula elements such as functions and translated accordingly based on identified tokens and corresponding translation rules. A formula can also be expressed as a parse tree using to easily understand the grammatical structure of the formula. For example, formulas “=D3+D4+D5”, “=SUM(D3:D5)” and
“=IF(D3 > 300, “Low”, “High”)” are expressed in parse tree structures, based on the grammar of Microsoft Excel, as shown in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively. The parse trees were generated following guidelines on the structural arrangement of the formula elements and production rules for Microsoft Excel grammar, specified using the augmented Backus-Naur (ABNF) presented in Appendix A.

Figure 4.2: Parse tree for Microsoft Excel formula “=D3+D4+D5”.

```plaintext
=IF(D3 > 300, “Low”, “High”)" are expressed in parse tree structures, based on the grammar of Microsoft Excel, as shown in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively. The parse trees were generated following guidelines on the structural arrangement of the formula elements and production rules for Microsoft Excel grammar, specified using the augmented Backus-Naur (ABNF) presented in Appendix A.

Figure 4.2: Parse tree for Microsoft Excel formula “=D3+D4+D5”.
```
Figure 4.3: Parse tree for Microsoft Excel formula "=SUM(D3:D5)".
Figure 4.4: Parse tree for Microsoft Excel formula “IF(D3 > 300, “Low”, “High”)”. 
4.2.1.2 Grammar for natural language (English)

English contains grammatical units such as words, phrases, clauses and sentences [51]. A word in English can be a verb, noun, adjective, adverb, preposition, determiner, pronoun and conjunction. A phrase can be verb phrase, noun phrase, adjective phrase, adverb phrase and preposition phrase. Clauses are built from phrases through the following syntax;

- Subject (noun phrase) + verb (verb phrase) + complement (noun phrase)

A clause may contain prepositional phrase as follows;

- Adverbial (prepositional phrase) + Subject (noun phrase) + verb (verb phrase) + object (noun phrase)

On the other hand, sentences are made up of elements such as subjects, verbs, objects, complements and adverbials. A sentence can also be constructed from a single clause or a combination of two or more clauses. In this research, elements of sentences are used to construct English language expressions. The elements of sentences are extracted from row and column labels of references cells from a spreadsheet formula and corresponding English language expression mappings of formula tokens from rules tables. The extracted expressions from column and row labels and corresponding mappings from rules tables form the subjects (noun phrases) or objects in the context of the English language.

4.2.2 Transforming a traditional spreadsheet formula into a problem domain narrative

The algorithm for translating spreadsheet formulas into problem domain narratives was adapted from [27]. In this research the same algorithm was followed as specified in the algorithm steps and the result was further transformed by the developed algorithm into pure natural language expressions. The algorithm for translating a spreadsheet formula into a problem domain narrative has the following steps:

i) Obtain all referenced cells in a given spreadsheet formula.

ii) Find the corresponding column label and row label for each referenced cell in the formula.

iii) Form a symbolic name for each referenced cell by joining the corresponding column label and row label while separating them by a special character “|”.

iv) Replace each referenced cell in the original spreadsheet formula expression with a corresponding symbolic name.
v) The resulting formula expression is now stored as a domain narrative expression after replacing the operator “:” with “… ” if it exists in the expression.

The pseudocode for the algorithm for translating a spreadsheet formula into a problem domain narrative is presented in Algorithm 1.

```
Algorithm 1 An algorithm for translating a spreadsheet formula into a problem domain narrative

1: procedure GENERATEDOMAINNARRATIVE(cellFormula)
2:    precedentsList ← getReferencedCells(cellFormula)
3:    for each precedentCell in precedentsList do
4:        columnLabel ← getColumnLabel(precedentCell)
5:        rowLabel ← getRowLabel(precedentCell)
6:        symbolicName ← columnLabel “|” rowLabel
7:        cellFormula ← replace(cellFormula, precedentCell, symbolicName)
8:    end for
9:    narrative ← cellFormula
10:   store(narrative)
11: end procedure
```
4.2.3 Transforming a problem domain narrative to a natural language expression in English

The algorithm for transforming a problem domain narrative to a natural language expression takes the problem domain narrative from the previous algorithm and through a series of steps, transforms a given problem domain narrative into a natural language expression (English). The algorithm has the following steps:

i) Basic operators in the problem domain narrative are replaced using the mappings from the rules table for basic operators shown in sample table, Table 4.1. If there are no basic operators in the formula expression, the original problem domain narrative is not changed.

ii) All the functions in the problem domain narrative are then identified using regular expression pattern matching and then translated to natural language expressions by repeatedly following the sub-steps below until there are no untranslated functions in the problem domain narrative.

a) All functions without nesting are identified i.e. functions which do not have any other functions inside them are identified. A string representing a function without nesting is identified through the regular expression pattern \[ [a-zA-Z] + \( [^\text{,}] + \) \].

b) Each of the strings representing a function without nesting is then split into tokens based on commas in the string. The tokenization is based on commas because Microsoft Excel separates arguments in functions using commas.

c) Each token is then translated by looking up the corresponding mappings in the functions rules table and extracting the corresponding equivalent natural language expressions of the token. A sample function rules table is presented in Table 4.2. The equivalent expression for the token is then used to replace the token expression in the original untokenized string representing the function without nesting. The original untokenized string representing the function without nesting is fully translated after all the token expressions in the string are translated. To avoid confusion in the further tokenization processes, the commas in the original untokenized string are temporarily replaced with special character “˜”.

d) The fully translated string representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression.

iii) The sub-steps, above, are repeated until there are no untranslated functions in the string representing the problem domain narrative.

iv) The special character “˜” is replaced with the original commas in the fully translated problem domain narrative.
v) If necessary, special English grammatical rules are then applied to get a fully translated natural language expression in English.

The pseudocode for the algorithm for translating a problem domain narrative to natural language expression (English) is given in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2** Algorithm for translating a problem domain narrative to a natural language expression (English)

```plaintext
1: procedure TRANSLATETONLE(narrative)
2:     for each operator in narrative do
3:         narrative ← replace(narrative, operator, operatorTranslationRules)
4:     end for
5:     regexPattern ← [a-zA-Z] + (\(\(\)\) + )
6:     while hasPattern(narrative, regexPattern) do
7:         matchList ← getFunctionsWithoutNesting(narrative, regexPattern)
8:         for each match in matchList do
9:             tokenList ← tokenize(match,“,”)
10:            translatedMatch ← match
11:            for each token in tokenList do
12:                tokenTranslation ← translate(token, functionTranslationRules)
13:               translatedMatch ← replace(translatedMatch, token, tokenTranslation)
14:            end for
15:            translatedMatch ← replace(translatedMatch,“,“,“ - “)
16:            narrative ← replace(narrative, match, translatedMatch)
17:        end for
18:     end while
19:     narrative ← replace(narrative,“ - “,“;“)
20:     narrative ← applySpecialEnglishGrammarAdjustments(narrative)
21:     fullyTranslatedExpression ← narrative
22: end procedure
```
The algorithm for transforming a problem domain narrative to natural language expressions uses a bilingual dictionary or rules tables to translate spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions. The purpose of the bilingual dictionary is to provide rules for translating spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions.

### 4.2.3.1 Generation of bilingual dictionary

The bilingual dictionary is presented using the table format where each row contains a pair of equivalent source language expression and target language expression. In this research, three tables were designed and are referred to as rule tables. The first rules table is for spreadsheet basic operators. The table contains operator symbols and their corresponding natural language expressions. The table also includes translations of two special operators “||” and “...” which are specially used in domain narratives. Table 4.1 illustrates the sample rules table for spreadsheet basic operators;

Table 4.1: Sample rules table for basic operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Operator Symbol</th>
<th>Natural language Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>multiply by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>minus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>is greater than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>is greater than or equal to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>is less than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>&lt;=</td>
<td>is less than or equal to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;</td>
<td>is not equal to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second table in the bilingual dictionary is the function rules table. This table contains mappings of tokens of spreadsheet function expressions and their corresponding English expressions. The table has five columns; rule number, function expression, expression type, token and natural language expression. Sample table, Table 4.2 shows the mappings of tokens of spreadsheet function expressions into natural language expressions of three common spreadsheet functions used in formulas [52]. The function expression column contains the general forms of a given function expression. The expression type column shows the classification of each function expression into complex form or simplest form. A function expression is in complex form if, at least, one optional argument is specified. For
example, “SUM(D3,D4)” is in complex form because D4 is an optional argument according to the general syntax of the SUM function, “SUM(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)”. A function expression is in simplest form if it has only the minimal required arguments. For example, the function “SUM(D3)” is in the simplest form of the SUM function because it has no optional arguments and thus takes the simplest general form “SUM(number1)”. The third column presents the general form of the tokens extracted from the function expression. The tokenization is carried out using the comma as a delimiter to extract the required tokens. The natural language expression column provides the general equivalent translation of each token in the natural language form. To get a translation for a given token, the function expression and its type also need to be specified. This translation technique can be applied to any Microsoft Excel function. For purposes of this write-up, translation rules of some sample functions is presented in Table 4.2. This translation technique, however, can be applied to any Microsoft Excel function. For example, in Appendix B, translation rules for the VLOOKUP function are provided.
Table 4.2: Sample rules table for functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Function Expression</th>
<th>Expression Type</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Natural language Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SUM(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>SUM(number1)</td>
<td>the sum of number1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>SUM(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[number2]</td>
<td>[number2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SUM(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[number3]</td>
<td>[number3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>SUM(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>...)</td>
<td>and ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SUM(number1)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>SUM(number1)</td>
<td>the sum of number1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>IF(condition, [value_if_true], [value_if_false])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>IF(condition)</td>
<td>if condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>IF(condition, [value_if_true], [value_if_false])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[value_if_true]</td>
<td>[the value is value_if_true]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>IF(condition, [value_if_true], [value_if_false])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[value_if_false]</td>
<td>[otherwise the value is value_if_false]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>IF(condition,)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>IF(condition)</td>
<td>if condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>IF(condition,)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>)</td>
<td>empty space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1)</td>
<td>the average of number1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[number2]</td>
<td>[number2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>[number3]</td>
<td>[number3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1, [number2], [number3], ...)</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>...)</td>
<td>and ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>AVERAGE(number1)</td>
<td>the average of number1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The third rules table is for special English grammatical rules. This table provides mappings for cases where there is a need to add propositions to attain meaningful natural language expressions. The table has three columns; rule number, the expression column and the replacement column. The expression column shows the extracted expression from the spreadsheet formula expression which needs to be mapped to an equivalent natural language expression. The replacement column present the equivalent mapping of the expression provided in the expression column. Table 4.3 shows the rules table for special grammatical rules. For example, a comma can not follow an “and” and therefore the comma needs to be deleted. Similarly, if a comma follows “otherwise” in an expression, we replace the comma with a semi-colon. This is particularly useful when translating IF function.

Table 4.3: Sample special English grammatical rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>, and</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>, otherwise</td>
<td>; otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Examples of spreadsheet formula translations

This section presents examples of translations of various spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions using the designed algorithms.

4.3.1 Example translation of spreadsheet formula “=D3+D4+D5”

Given a formula “=D3+D4+D5” in cell D6 in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 4.5;

Figure 4.5: Sample spreadsheet formula “=D3+D4+D5” for translation in cell D6.

The transformation of the formula “=D3+D4+D5” will be carried out by first implementing the
steps specified in algorithm 1 which transforms the original spreadsheet formula “=D3+D4+D5” into a problem domain narrative as shown in the following steps;

step i) Referenced cells D3, D4 and D5 are extracted from the formula “=D3+D4+D5”.

step ii) Cell D3 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Office desks”. D4 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Office chairs”. Cell D5 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Filing cabinets”.

step iii) Symbolic names for D3, D4 and D5 are formed by joining their corresponding column label and row label while separating them by a special character “|”. D3 will have symbolic name “cost price | office desks”, D4 have symbolic name “cost price | office chairs” and D5 will have “cost price | filing cabinets”.

step iv) Each referenced cell in the original spreadsheet formula “=D3+D4+D5” is replaced by the corresponding symbolic name. D3 will be replaced by “cost price | office desks”, D4 by “cost price | office chairs” and D5 by “cost price | filing cabinets” to produce the expression “cost price | office desks + cost price | office chairs + cost price | filing cabinets”.

step v) The expression “cost price | office desks + cost price | office chairs + cost price | filing cabinets” is now stored as a domain narrative expression.

The output of algorithm 1 in this case, the problem domain narrative is then used as input to algorithm 2 and processed as indicated in the following steps;

step i) The translation process starts by searching for basic operators in the domain narrative “cost price | office desks + cost price | office chairs + cost price | filing cabinets”. Basic operators “|” and “+” will be replaced by their corresponding mapping expressions as defined in rule number 4 and 2 respectively from Table 4.1. Thus, the resulting domain narrative expression will be “cost price for office desks plus cost price for office chairs plus cost price for filing cabinets”.

step ii) A regular expression pattern is used to search for functions in the domain narrative and then translate them to natural language expressions by repeatedly following the sub-steps below until there are no untranslated functions in the problem domain narrative.

a) The regular expression pattern \([a - zA - Z] + \([\{ [ ^ \ \(\} ] + \)\] is used to extract the function matching the pattern. In this case, no function will be returned as the domain narrative does not contain any function.
b) The problem domain narrative “cost price for office desks plus cost price for office chairs plus cost price for filing cabinets” therefore does not use function rules as it does not contain any function expression.

c) The translated string “cost price for office desks plus cost price for office chairs plus cost price for filing cabinets” is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression.

step iii) In this case, the formula expression does not use any function rules as it does not contain any function expression.

step iv) The formula expression does not contain any “ − ” since there were no commas.

step v) Special English grammatical rules are then applied to “the sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets.” to get a fully translated natural language expression in English for display.

4.3.2 Example translation of spreadsheet formula “=SUM(D3:D5)”

Given a formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” in cell D6 in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 4.6;

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Furniture Budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Unit Price</td>
<td>Cost Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Office desks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>553.00</td>
<td>553.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Office chairs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250.40</td>
<td>500.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Filing cabinets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1303.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>434.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: Sample spreadsheet formula (=SUM(D3:D5)) for translation in cell D6.

The transformation of the formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” will be carried out by first implementing the steps specified in algorithm 1 which transforms the original spreadsheet formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” into problem domain narrative as shown in the following steps;

step i) Referenced cells D3 and D5 are extracted from the formula “=SUM(D3:D5)”.

step ii) Cell D3 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Office desks ”. Cell D5 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Filing cabinets ”.
step iii) Symbolic names for D3 and D5 are formed by joining their corresponding column label and row label while separating them by a special character “|”. D3 will have symbolic name “cost price | office desks” and D5 will have “cost price | filing cabinets ”.

step iv) Each referenced cell in the original spreadsheet formula “=SUM(D3:D5)” is replaced by the corresponding symbolic name. D3 will be replaced by “cost price | office desks” and D5 by “cost price | filing cabinets” to produce the expression “SUM(cost price | office desks ... cost price | filing cabinets)”.

step v) The expression “SUM(cost price | office desks ... cost price | filing cabinets)” is now stored as a domain narrative expression.

The output of algorithm 1 in this case, the problem domain narrative is then used as input to algorithm 2 and processed as indicated in the following steps;

step i) The translation process starts by searching for basic operators in the domain narrative “SUM(cost price | office desks ... cost price | filing cabinets)”. Basic operators “|” and “...” will be replaced by their corresponding mapping expressions as defined in rule number 4 and 5 respectively from Table 4.1. Thus, the resulting domain narrative expression will be “SUM(cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets)”.

step ii) A regular expression pattern is used to search for functions in the domain narrative and then translate them to natural language expressions by repeatedly following the sub-steps below until there are no untranslated functions in the problem domain narrative.

a) The regular expression pattern \([a-zA-Z]+\(([^^\(\)]\)+\) is used to extract the function matching the pattern. In this case, only one function is identified “SUM(cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets)”, since there are no nested functions.

b) The problem domain narrative “SUM(cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets)” does not have commas to be broken into more than one token and therefore the function expression is in simplest form. Thus, it is returned as one token.

c) The returned token “SUM(cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets)” is translated using its equivalent mapping expression in rule number 5 from Table 4.2 since it is in simplest form, resulting in the expression “the sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets”.
d) The fully translated string “the sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets” representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression.

step iii) In this case, the formula expression is only executed once since there are no nested functions.

step iv) The formula expression does not contain any “ “ since there were no commas.

step v) Special English grammatical rules are then applied to “the sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets.” to get a fully translated natural language expression in English for display. In this, none of the rules is applicable.

4.3.3 Example translation of spreadsheet formula “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)”

Given a formula “=AVERAGE(D3, D4, D5)” in cell D7 in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 4.7;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Unit Price</td>
<td>Cost Price</td>
<td>Rank 1</td>
<td>Rank 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Office desks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>553.00</td>
<td>553.00</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Office chairs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250.40</td>
<td>500.80</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Filing cabinets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1303.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>434.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Sample spreadsheet formula (=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)) for translation in cell D7.

The translation of “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)” will first pass through the steps specified in algorithm 1 which transforms the formula “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)” into problem domain narrative as demonstrated in the following steps;

step i) Cells D3, D4 and D5 are extracted from the formula “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)”.

step ii) The column and row labels for cells D3, D4, D5 are inferred from the spreadsheet. D3 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Office desks”. D4’s column is also “Cost Price” and row label “Office chairs”. Referenced cell D5’s column label “Cost Price” and row label “Filing cabinets”.

step iii) Symbolic names for D3, D4 and D5 are formed by joining their corresponding column label and row label while separating them by a special character “|”. Symbolic name for D3 “cost
price | office desks ”. Symbolic name for D4 is “cost price | office chairs” and for D5 is “cost price | filing cabinets “.

step iv) Symbolic names from the previous step are used to replace D3, D4 and D5 from the spreadsheet formula. D3 by “cost price | office desks ”. D4 by “cost price | office chairs” and D5 by “cost price | filing cabinets “. The resulting text is “AVERAGE(cost price | office desks, cost price | office chairs, cost price | filing cabinets)”.

step v) The resulting expression “AVERAGE(cost price | office desks, cost price | office chairs, cost price | filing cabinets)” will be stored as a domain narrative.

The stored problem domain narrative is then used as input to algorithm 2 and transformed as it passes through the following steps;

step i) “AVERAGE(cost price | office desks, cost price | office chairs, cost price | filing cabinets)” is searched for the presence of basic operators. The only operator present is “|” will be replaced by its corresponding mapping expression in rule number 5 from Table 4.1. Thus, the resulting expression will be “AVERAGE(cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs, cost price for filing cabinets)”.

step ii) The formula expression from the previous step is searched for presence of inner functions as it goes through sub-steps a to d and the functions identified are then translated.

a) The regular expression pattern \[a - zA - Z] + \(([^^\s\"]\]+\) is used to extract inner functions. The narrative “AVERAGE(cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs, cost price for filing cabinets)” does not contain other functions inside it, thus it will be the expression that is returned.

b) The problem domain narrative “AVERAGE(cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs, cost price for filing cabinets)” is in the complex form of the AVERAGE function as it has at least one optional argument and will be tokenized using comma to break it into tokens. The following tokens are extracted; “AVERAGE(cost price for office desks”, “cost price for office chairs” and “cost price for filing cabinets)”.

c) Each token from the previous step is translated using its equivalent mapping from Table 4.2. The equivalent mapping expression rule number 11 for the token “AVERAGE(cost price for office desks” is the expression “the average of cost price for office desks”, then for the second token “cost price for office chairs” the same expression is returned as is the case with mapping expression in rule number 12 and the third token
“cost price for filing cabinets)” its corresponding mapping in rule number 14 “and cost price for filing cabinets” is used. The extracted mappings are then used to replace the token expressions from the original problem domain narrative and the resulting fully translated formula expression “the average of cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs, and cost price for filing cabinets” is formed. The commas in the original untokenized string are temporarily replaced with special character “ ~ ” to form “the average of cost price for office desks ~ cost price for office chairs ~ and cost price for filing cabinets”

   d) The fully translated string “the average of cost price for office desks ~ cost price for office chairs ~ and cost price for filing cabinets” representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression.

   step iii) The formula expression is only executed once since there are no nested functions.

   step iv) The special character “ ~ ” in the fully translated formula expression is replaced by commas. The resulting expression “the average of cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs, and cost price for filing cabinets.” is formed.

   step v) Special English grammatical rule number 1 from Table 4.3 is then applied to get a fully translated natural language expression “the average of cost price for office desks, cost price for office chairs and cost price for filing cabinets” in English for display.

4.3.4 Example spreadsheet formula translation with nested functions

An example formula with nested functions, “IF(D3 < 300, “Low”, IF(D3 < 500, “Medium”, IF(D3 < 700, “High”, “Very High”)))”, shown in Figure 4.8 was transformed as shown in the following steps;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Unit Price</td>
<td>Cost Price</td>
<td>Rank 1</td>
<td>Rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Office desks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>553.00</td>
<td>553.00</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Office chairs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250.40</td>
<td>500.80</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Filing cabinets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1303.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>434.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8: Sample nested formula for translation in cell F3.

step ii) Column label and row label for cell D3 are inferred from the active spreadsheet. D3 has column label “Cost Price” and row label “Office desks”.

step iii) Symbolic name “cost price | office desks” for D3 is formed.

step iv) D3 is replaced by its symbolic name from the spreadsheet formula. D3 will be replaced by “cost price | office desks”. The resulting expression is “IF(“cost price | office desks” < 300, “Low”, IF(“cost price | office desks” < 500, “Medium”, IF(“cost price | office desks” < 700, “High”, “Very High”)))”

step v) The resulting expression will be stored as a domain narrative.

The resulting problem domain narrative is then used as input to algorithm 2 and transformed as it passes through the following steps;

step i) Basic operators are extracted from the narrative “IF(“cost price | office desks” < 300, “Low”, IF(“cost price | office desks” < 500, “Medium”, IF(“cost price | office desks” < 700, “High”, “Very High”)))”. The only operators present are “|” and “<” will be replaced by their corresponding mapping expressions from rule numbers 4 and 8 respectively from Table 4.1. Thus, the resulting expression will be “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 300, “Low”, IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 500, “Medium”, IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 700, “High”, “Very High”)))”.

step ii) The formula expression from the previous step is searched for presence of inner functions as it goes through sub-steps a to d and functions identified are then translated.

a) The regular expression pattern \[a−zA−Z]+\([\^\{\\}\]+\] is used to extract the inner most function. The expression “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 700,”High”, “Very High”)” from the problem domain narrative is extracted as it is the inner most function and does not contain other functions inside it, and thus it will be the string returned.

b) The expression “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 700,”High”, “Very High”)” will be tokenized using comma to break it into tokens as it is in complex form of the IF function. The following tokens are extracted; “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 700”, “High” and “Very High”).
c) Each token from the previous step is translated using its equivalent mapping from Table 4.2. The equivalent mapping from rule number 6 for the token “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 700” is the expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 700”, then for the second token “High” the expression “the value is High” is returned as indicated on rule number 7 and the third token “Very High)” its corresponding mapping “otherwise Very High.” from rule number 8 is used. The extracted mappings are then used to replace the token expressions from the original problem domain narrative and the resulting fully translated formula expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 700, the value is High, otherwise Very High.” is formed. The commas in the original untokenized string are temporarily replaced with special character “ ˜ ” to form “if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High”.

d) The fully translated string “if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High otherwise Very High” representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression to form “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 300,”Low”,“IF(cost price for office desks is less than 500,”Medium”, if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High))”

step iii) The formula expression is executed second time since there are more nested functions.

a) The regular expression pattern \[ [a-zA-Z]+\(\[^\]\(\[^\]\)\)+\] is used to extract the inner most function. The expression IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 500,”Medium”, “if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)” from the problem domain narrative “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 300,”Low”,“IF(cost price for office desks is less than 500,”Medium”, if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High))” is extracted as it is the inner most function and does not contain inner functions thus it will be the one returned.

b) The expression “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 500,”Medium”, if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)” is tokenized using comma to break it into tokens. The following tokens were extracted; “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 500”, “Medium” and “if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)”.

c) Each token from the previous step is translated using its equivalent mapping from Ta-
The equivalent mapping for the token “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 500)” is extracted from rule number 6, the expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 500”, then for the second token “Medium” the expression “the value is Medium” is returned as shown on rule number 7 and the third token “if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)” its corresponding mapping “otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High” from rule number 8 is used. The extracted mappings are then used to replace the token expressions from the original problem domain narrative and the resulting fully translated formula expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 500, the value is Medium, otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ Very High.” is formed. The commas in the original untokenized string are temporarily replaced with special character “ ˜ ” to form “if cost price for office desks is less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ Very High”.

d) The fully translated string “if cost price for office desks less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High” representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative expression “IF(“cost price for office desks” is less than 300,”Low”,“if cost price for office desks less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High”)”.

step iv) The formula expression is executed third time since there are still untranslated functions.

a) The regular expression pattern \[a - zA - Z] + \(( [ ^ \{ \} ] + \) is used to extract the inner most function. The expression “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 300, “Low”, “if cost price for office desks is less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)” from the problem domain narrative is extracted as it is the inner most function and does not contain other functions inside it anymore thus it will be the string returned.

b) The expression is tokenized using comma to break it into tokens. The following tokens were extracted; “IF(‘cost price for office desks is less than 300”, “Low” and “if cost price for office desks less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High)”.
c) Each token from the previous step is translated using its equivalent mapping from Table 4.2. The equivalent mapping for the token “IF(cost price for office desks is less than 300” from rule number 6 is “if cost price for office desks is less than 300”, then for the second token, “Low”, the expression “the value is Low” is returned from rule number 7 and the third token “if cost price for office desks is less than 500 “ the value is Medium otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 “ High otherwise Very High””, its corresponding mapping “otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 500 “ the value is Medium otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 “ the value is High otherwise Very High” from rule number 8 is used. The extracted mappings are then used to replace the token expressions from the original problem domain narrative and the resulting fully translated formula expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 300, the value is Low, otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 500 “ the value is Medium otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 “ the value is High otherwise Very High.” is formed. The commas in the original untokenized string are temporarily replaced with special character “˜ ” to form “if cost price for office desks is less than 300 ˜ the value is Low ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 500 ˜ the value is Medium ˜ otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700 ˜ the value is High ˜ otherwise Very High.”. The fully translated string representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative.

d) The fully translated string representing the function without nesting is then used to replace the original expression in the problem domain narrative.

step v) The formula expression is not iterated again since there are no more nested functions

step vi) The special character “˜ ” in the fully translated formula expressions is replaced by commas. The resulting expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 300, the value is Low, otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 500, the value is Medium, otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700, the value is High, otherwise Very High” is formed.

step vii) Special grammatical rule number 2 is then applied to get a fully translated natural language expression “if cost price for office desks is less than 300, the value is Low; otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 500, the value is Medium; otherwise if cost price for office desks is less than 700; the value is High; otherwise Very High”.
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4.4 Tool Implementation

The designed algorithms were then implemented in a software tool using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). VBA was used because of it is the native application programming language for Microsoft Office Excel and other Microsoft Office products, giving easy access to the Microsoft Excel object model. The source code for the software tool and installation instructions are freely available\(^1\).

4.4.1 Software tool architecture

The developed software tool has five interlinked components as illustrated in Figure 4.9;

![System architecture of the translation tool.](image)

The system architecture can be broken down into the following components;

i) Spreadsheet interface: contains cells in which data and formulas are entered. Each cell is an intersection of a specific column and row.

\(^1\)https://github.com/Benson-Mariro/rule_translation/tree/master
ii) The domain narrative generator: generates a domain narrative for an active formula cell based on column labels and row labels for referenced cells in the formula. The domain narrative generator was adapted from [2, 27].

iii) The translation rules base (bilingual dictionary): provides the rules for mapping domain narrative tokens into corresponding English language equivalents

iv) The natural language expression generator: transforms a given domain narrative into a natural language expression by using a parser to identify domain narrative elements that need to be tokenized and translated based on translation rules in the translation rules base (bilingual dictionary). The resulting natural language expression is then displayed by the side of the active formula cell in the spreadsheet interface. The tool also highlights some translated keywords in the display to enhance readability of the translated expressions. The tool also highlights referenced cells for an active formula.

4.5 Translation tool in action

The software tool was run on various spreadsheet formulas to demonstrate its functionality in the translation process.

4.5.1 Tool translation of spreadsheet formula, “=D3+D4+D5”

The translation tool was implemented on the formula “D3+D4+D5” to translate it into natural language expressions as shown in Figure

![Figure 4.10: Translation of a spreadsheet formula of the form “=D3+D4+D5” in cell D6.](image-url)
4.5.2 Tool translation of spreadsheet formula, “=SUM(D3:D5)”

A spreadsheet formula of the form “=SUM(D3:D5)” was transformed by the translation tool into “the sum of cost price for office desks to cost price for filing cabinets of quantity.” as shown in Figure 4.11;

Figure 4.11: Translation of a spreadsheet formula of the form “=SUM(D3:D5)” in cell D6.
4.5.3 Tool translation of spreadsheet formula, “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)”

The formula “AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)” was translated as illustrated in Figure 4.12;

Figure 4.12: Translation of a spreadsheet formula “=AVERAGE(D3,D4,D5)” in cell D7.

4.5.4 Tool translation of spreadsheet formula with nested functions

The translation of nested functions implements parser tree approach to breakdown a nested function into individual inner functions. The translation tool demonstrates how a sample nested function is transformed e.g. a formula of the form “IF(D3 < 300, “Low”, IF(D3 < 500, “Medium”, IF(D3 < 700, “High”, “Very High”)))” was translated into “if Cost price for office desks is less than 300, the value is Low; otherwise if Cost price for office desks is less than 500, the value is medium; otherwise if Cost price for office desks is less than 700, the value is high; otherwise very high” as illustrated in Figure 4.13;

Figure 4.13: Translation of a sample spreadsheet nested formula in cell F3.
4.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented the algorithm design and implementation in translating traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions. Factors affecting the algorithm design and implementation were also specified including step by step pseudocode of the algorithm and example transformations of the sample traditional spreadsheet formulas into English language expressions. This was to answer research question RQ1: *What rule based machine translation algorithm can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions?* and the solution to that research question was through the adoption of the direct approach machine translation. The research question RQ2: *How can we automatically translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using a given rule based machine translation algorithm?* was answered by the development of the translation tool which implemented the direct approach machine translation. In the next chapter, the translation tool which was implemented from the algorithm is evaluated to determine its effectiveness in spreadsheet debugging.
Chapter 5

Evaluation of Software Tool

5.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the evaluation of the software tool that translates spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions based on devised translation rules. In particular, the tool is evaluated with respect to how translated formulas affect spreadsheet debugging in order to answer research question RQ3: What is the effect of natural language expressions on spreadsheet users when debugging or locating errors in spreadsheets? In other words, do spreadsheet formulas expressed in natural language make it easier to comprehend and understand them and consequently make it easier to locate errors in spreadsheets? With respect to spreadsheet debugging, the tool is evaluated on two metrics: (a) efficiency of spreadsheet users when debugging spreadsheets using the tool (b) satisfaction of users when using the tool as they debug spreadsheets. An evaluation study based on a within-subjects design (repeated measures) was thus conducted.

5.1.1 Selection of participants

The participants involved in the evaluation study were identified considering their background in accounting and frequency in using spreadsheets. Eight participants volunteered to participate in the study. Two of the participants were female while the remaining six participants were male. All the eight participants are accountants by profession who frequently use spreadsheets in their day to day work activities. They all use Microsoft Excel in their spreadsheet tasks. The participants’ experience was summarized as below in Table 5.1:
Table 5.1: Participants’ experience in years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Efficiency of the translation tool

5.2.1 Method

Two real-life non-trivial Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheets were sourced and adapted from the EUSES spreadsheet corpus [47]. The two spreadsheets contained real-life accounting information. In this evaluation study, both spreadsheets were seeded with real-life errors as presented in Appendix C, which could be classified as mechanical and logical errors. Mechanical errors are generated from wrong typing or pointing in spreadsheets [9], [22]. Logical errors occur when using the wrong function or applying wrong formula in spreadsheets [9], [22]. In this study, five sample errors were identified representing each category of common real life errors in spreadsheets, the following five examples of errors were seeded:

a) Misuse of built-in functions e.g. instead of using AVERAGE(), the user types it as AVERAGEA(). This is a mechanical error.

b) Sign errors e.g. instead of *, user types +. This is a logical error.

c) Hard-coding values in formula cells instead of using cell references. This is a mechanical error.

d) Referencing wrong cells in formulas e.g. whereby a formula would refer to a neighbouring range. This is a mechanical error.

e) Using text values instead of numeric data values, e.g. an error whereby a formula would reference cells including labels (text), This is a mechanical error.

The five seeded errors were identified due to the fact that they fall under quantitative errors which are mostly reported in spreadsheet errors [53].
Four participants debugged their first spreadsheet without translations (without tool) and the second spreadsheet with the translations (two starting with a spreadsheet denoted as SP1 and two starting with a spreadsheet denoted as SP2); the other four participants debugged their first spreadsheet with translations (with tool) and the second without the tool (and again two of them starting with spreadsheet SP1 while the remaining two starting with spreadsheet SP2). The splitting of the participants into smaller groups of twos was done randomly as the sample population was homogeneous. Each participant performed the tasks individually at their place of work after being briefed on the nature of the task. Each participant was told before hand that the spreadsheets to be used in the tasks had seeded errors. The specific number of seeded errors, however, was not told before hand. The participants were told that their task was to find the errors in the two scenarios. Participants who started doing the task with the tool were first briefed on what the tool does. Some participants (three participants out of the eight participants) carried out the evaluation study under observation but the rest of participants carried out the evaluation without observation due to constraints of time and distance. After all the two tasks, the spreadsheets were saved.

5.2.2 Results

The minimum number of identified errors in spreadsheets without translations was 60% and maximum number of identified errors in spreadsheets without translations was 100%. The minimum and maximum number of identified errors in spreadsheets with translations was 80% and 100% respectively.

![Relative frequency of identified errors per participant](image)

Figure 5.1: Relative frequency of identified errors per participant without translations and with translations.
The mean relative frequency of errors located in spreadsheets without translations was 90% (S.D. 14.14) and with translations was 95% (S.D. 8.66). The relative frequency of errors located in spreadsheets without translations and with translations for each participant are illustrated in Figure 5.1. As indicated in Figure 5.1 participants were given more time such that most (six participants) of them managed to identify all the 5 seeded errors whilst the remaining (two participants) totally failed to locate some of the errors. The two participants who failed totally to identify all errors had some incidents where they located errors that were not actual errors but because we were timing the time taken to identify each error, these participants were simply given more time to locate the seeded errors.

Using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test normality test, the data for the relative frequency of errors identified by each participant was found not to be normally distributed. A non-parametric test which can be used for small sample size [54], Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was therefore used to test if the difference in the mean relative frequency of errors identified by each participant without translations and with translations was statistically significant. At significance level of 0.05, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that the mean relative frequency of errors identified (95%) with translations was not significantly higher than the mean relative frequency of errors identified (90%) without translations, $Z = -1.414$, $p = 0.157$.

The minimum time taken to debug a spreadsheet without translations was 420 seconds and maximum time taken to debug a spreadsheet without translations was 1560 seconds. The minimum and maximum time taken to debug a spreadsheet with translations was 240 seconds and 900 seconds respectively. The mean time taken to debug a spreadsheet without translations was 907.5 seconds (S.D. 6.8) and with translations was 495 seconds (S.D. 3.56). To better understand how much time was spent to debug each error in the two scenarios, the error detection rate per participant was also calculated. The error detection rate was derived by dividing the total amount taken (in seconds) by a participant to debug a spreadsheet in each scenario and the number of identified errors by the participant. The minimum error detection rate to debug a spreadsheet without translations was 96 seconds per error and maximum error detection rate to debug a spreadsheet without translations was 400 seconds per error. The minimum and maximum error detection rate to debug a spreadsheet with translations was 48 seconds per error and 150 seconds per error, respectively. The mean error detection rate for the spreadsheet without translations was 201.7 seconds per error and with translations was 97.1 seconds per error for all participants. The error detection rates for the study participants are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Similarly, using the Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test, the data for the error detection rate by each
A non-parametric test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was therefore used to test if the difference in the mean error detection rate by each participant without translations and with translations was statistically significant. At significance level of 0.05, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that the mean error detection rate (97.1 seconds per error) with translations was significantly lower than the mean error detection rate (201.7 seconds per error) without translations, $Z = -2.521, p = 0.012$.

### 5.2.3 Discussion

The results indicate that having translations in spreadsheets did not help spreadsheet users to locate more errors in spreadsheets as compared to when not using translations as the difference in the means of the relative frequency of identified errors was not statistically significant $Z = -1.414, p = 0.157$. However, despite this being the case, the results also indicate that translations speeded up the debugging process as spreadsheet users took significantly less time in detecting each error than without translations, $Z = -2.521, p = 0.012$. As already reported, the mean time for locating each error with translations was 97.1 seconds per error while without translations, it took 201.7 seconds per error. Furthermore, the results also indicate that all participants took less time to locate errors with translations. The results therefore indicate that translations improve efficiency in debugging, particularly, in terms of the time taken to locate an error. These results suggest that translations to natural language expressions could make spreadsheet debugging to be faster than without translations.
5.3 Satisfaction

5.3.1 Method

After completing the debugging tasks, each participant was asked to write down their opinion on whether they found the tool helpful and the reasons for their opinion.

5.3.2 Results

All the eight participants in the study indicated that they found the translations useful. One participant noted that the translations made it easier to comprehend the formulas in terms of the problem domain and also helped in identifying errors faster than without translations. Another participant also highlighted that initially had problems identifying errors without translations which was not the case when using the tool as the spreadsheet with the tool made it easier to comprehend the formulas and understand the calculations. Another participant also indicated that the tool assisted to take lesser time locating errors than when locating errors on the spreadsheet without translations. The participant also indicated that the tool provided a “user friendly environment” than the spreadsheet without translations. Another participant also mentioned that debugging a spreadsheet with the tool was more efficient than without translations. Another one indicated the the tool was important and necessary in debugging, although did not indicate how relevant was the tool in debugging.

5.3.3 Discussion

The opinions from the participants indicated that the tool was effective in helping spreadsheet users when debugging the spreadsheets. All 8 participants expressed that the tool was useful in debugging spreadsheets. The tool translated spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions, and this helped the participants to easily comprehend spreadsheet formulas in terms of the problem domain. The opinions of participants also agree with the results that indicate that translations speeded up the debugging effort as spreadsheet users took significantly less time in detecting each error than without translations, \( Z = -2.521, p = 0.012 \). This confirms that participants found utility in using the tool.

5.4 Limitations of study

The study has some limitations that also need to be considered. First, the number of participants was small to generalize the results to all spreadsheet users. However, the results can be considered to be providing insights in the usefulness of formula translations to natural language expressions in spreadsheets. Second, the spreadsheets used were not created by the participants themselves. However, the
spreadsheets were adapted to be easy enough to be understood by any professional accountant without necessarily being the creator of the spreadsheets. Third, the spreadsheets used in the debugging tasks were seeded with errors and thus making them to be artificially introduced in the spreadsheets. It would also be interesting to also have study participants debug spreadsheets without seeded errors. Fourth, the formulas in the spreadsheets used in the debugging tasks were relatively simple. It would also be interesting to see how translations of complex formulas could affect the efficiency of study participants in debugging tasks.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented the evaluation of the software tool that translates spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions based on devised translation rules. The tool was evaluated with respect to how translated formulas affect spreadsheet debugging in order to answer research question RQ3: What is the effect of natural language expressions on spreadsheet users when debugging or locating errors in spreadsheets? With respect to spreadsheet debugging, the tool was evaluated on two metrics:

a) efficiency of spreadsheet users when debugging spreadsheets using the tool.

b) satisfaction of users when using the tool as they debug spreadsheets.

It was found that the tool improved the efficiency of spreadsheet users when debugging as study participants spent less time in finding errors when using the tool unlike when not using the tool. Tool users also expressed satisfaction that they found the translations by the tool useful. In the next chapter, final concluding remarks are presented.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1 Summary of research work

The prevalence of spreadsheet errors and their implications in organizations motivated this research work. A lot of empirical evidence has indicated that these errors are a pervasive problem both in business and other real life settings [9]. Research has shown that most errors in spreadsheets are formula based [11]. Spreadsheet formulas are normally specified using A1 references (alphanumeric cell addresses). Spreadsheet formulas can be understood only if one associates the referenced cells to their labels. This increases mental effort (cognitive load) in a person comprehending a spreadsheet formula [12,19] and hence makes spreadsheet formula comprehension to be error prone [15]. Several researchers have therefore proposed translating traditional spreadsheet formulas to higher level problem domain oriented forms, based on labels of referenced cells in a formula [2,17,18]. This research work involved translating spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions (English) based on devised translation rules. The translation of spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions is meant to help spreadsheet users to easily comprehend spreadsheet formulas in relation to the problem domain. The three specific objectives of this research work were to:

a) Design a rule-based machine translation algorithm that can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions.

b) Develop a software tool that automatically translates spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using an identified rule-based machine translation algorithm.

c) Evaluate empirically the resulting natural language expressions, in particular, on their effect on how they can help spreadsheet users to debug their spreadsheets.

The constructive research methodology was used to accomplish the three specific objectives. First, a rule based translation algorithm was developed and is presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. The
algorithm outlined steps on how spreadsheet formulas can be translated into natural language expressions using devised translation rules (bilingual dictionaries). This provided the answer to the research question corresponding to the first objective. The corresponding question to the first objective was **RQ1**: What rule based machine translation algorithm can be used to translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions? In order to achieve the second objective, a software tool was also developed, based on the previously specified algorithm, and its description is also presented in Chapter 4. This provided the answer to the research question corresponding to the second objective. The corresponding question to the second objective was **RQ2**: How can we automatically translate spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions using a given rule based machine translation algorithm?

Through a user study, the developed software tool was then evaluated to determine the effect of natural language expressions on spreadsheet users when debugging spreadsheets. The user study is presented in Chapter 5. In the study, it was found that translations improved the efficiency of spreadsheet users when debugging with respect to time spent in debugging spreadsheets. This provided the answer to the research question corresponding to the third objective. The corresponding question to the third objective was **RQ3**: What is the effect of natural language expressions on spreadsheet users when debugging or locating errors in spreadsheets?

### 6.2 Key contributions of research work

This research work has provided the following three unique contributions to spreadsheet research:

a) An algorithm for translating traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions based on devised translation rules.

b) A prototype software tool, that implemented the designed algorithm for translating traditional spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions. The source code for the software tool and installation instructions are freely available[^1].

c) Through a user study, demonstrated the utility of having spreadsheet formulas in natural language expressions with respect to spreadsheet debugging.

### 6.3 General limitations of research work

This research work has the following two major limitations:

[^1]: https://github.com/Benson-Mario/rule_translation/tree/master
a) Microsoft Excel, the spreadsheet language considered in this research work, has more than 450 functions as of the 2016 version. However, in this work, the translations of only three functions (SUM, AVERAGE and IF) have been presented as it will be tedious to present the translations of all the functions in Microsoft Excel. However, the algorithm and design of translation rules can be applied to any Microsoft Excel function. For example, in Appendix B, translation rules for the VLOOKUP function are provided.

b) The number of participants in the evaluation study was small to generalize the results to all spreadsheet users. However, the results can be considered to be providing insights in the usefulness of formula translations to natural language expressions in spreadsheets.

c) Due to small sample size, there was threat to validity of the evaluation results. The results from the evaluation study could have been biased and unreliable but considering that the sample size was further split into smaller groups to avoid bias of the evaluation outcome and managed to generate replicating results thus, we can conclusively state that increasing the sample size would still produce the same replicating results.

6.4 Recommendations and future work

This research has shown that translation of traditional spreadsheet formulas to natural language expressions can be useful to spreadsheet users when debugging their spreadsheets. This finding can be applicable to other end-user programming environments where instead of presenting information to users in cryptic form, corresponding natural language expressions could be presented. This could improve the usability of the programming environment. We thus recommend the automatic generation of corresponding natural language expressions in situations where information displayed to users might be cryptic. As part of future work, the research intends to devise translation rules for more Microsoft Excel functions. A study will also be conducted to determine how translations of more complex formulas could affect the efficiency of study participants in debugging tasks. The translation tool can also be integrated with an error detection component to help spreadsheet users in identifying errors. The combined effect of translating the spreadsheet formulas into natural language expressions and error detection can be effective in minimizing errors in spreadsheets.
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Appendix A

Some of the production rules for Microsoft Excel grammar, specified using the augmented Backus–Naur (ABNF) notation

formula = expression

expression= ref-expression / *whitespace nospace-expression *whitespace

ref-expression= *whitespace ref-nospace-expression *whitespace

nospace-expression = “(" expression ")” / constant / prefix-operator expression / expression

infix-operator expression / expression postfix-operator / function-call

ref-nospace-expression = “(" ref-expression ")” / ref-constant / ref-expression ref-infix-operator

ref-expression / cell-reference / ref-function-call / name-reference / structure-reference

constant = error-constant / logical-constant / numerical-constant / string-constant / array-constant

ref-constant = “#REF!”


/ “ >” / “ >=” / “ %”

function-call = ref-function-call / future-function-call / cell-function-call / user-defined-function-call


average-params = “(" (argument-expression / (argument 1*254(“,” argument))) ")”

argument = *whitespace [argument-expression]

argument-expression= ref-argument-expression / *whitespace nospace-argument-expression

*whitespace

ref-argument-expression= *whitespace ref-argument-nospace-expression *whitespace

64
nospace-argument-expression = "(" expression ")" / constant / prefix-operator argument-expression / argument-expression argument-infix-operator argument-expression / argument-expression postfix-operator / function-call


argument-infix-operator = ref-argument-infix-operator / value-infix-operator
Appendix B

Rules table for the VLOOKUP function
### Table 1: Rules table for the VLOOKUP function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Function Expression</th>
<th>Expression Type</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Natural language Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index, [range_lookup])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value look up for value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index, [range_lookup])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>table in the range table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index, [range_lookup])</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>col_index</td>
<td>col_index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index, [range_lookup])</td>
<td>[range_lookup])</td>
<td>[with approximate match being range_lookup]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value look up for value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>table in the range table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VLOOKUP(value, table, col_index)</td>
<td>simplest</td>
<td>col_index)</td>
<td>and return corresponding value in column col_index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Spreadsheets used in the evaluation study
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Formula view of spreadsheet 1 (SP1) used in the debugging task. The spreadsheet has seeded errors in cells G14, G17, H10, I17, J10.
Figure 2: Numeric view of spreadsheet 1 (SP1) used in the debugging task with translation of erroneous cell G17.

- The sum of Profit before taxation for 1991 to Taxation on exceptional items for 1991
Figure 3: Formula view of spreadsheet 2 (SP2) used in the debugging task. The spreadsheet has seeded errors in cells B20, F20, H7, H10, H16.
Figure 4: Numeric view of spreadsheet 2 (SP2) used in the debugging task with translation of erroneous cell B20.